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Since Ban beeane elTlllsed on this planet and began to realize his
probleBs and to learn hov to approach theB, one of the nost effectlre tools
of econoBlc deTelopment, which he has discovered and learned to apply, is
industrial power.
Power replaces Bost of human labor and enables quicker and larger pro¬
duction of goods for the satisfaction of human wants.
The effective utilization of industrial power in any country, marks
the beginning of its industrialization, and no country can fully develop
without industrial power.
Since three decades, hundreds of books and articles have been publish¬
ed in the field of economic growth, (foot writers tried to formulate the
differences in development of different areas. In the last decade, Africa
began to be the center of many studies. There is no doubt that the region
called Vest Africa has many similarities, such as climate, people, land,
and too few good natural harbors, the lack of transportation. Industry, and
capital. It would be a mistake to approach this region without proper di¬
versification of the individual potentialities of each part of it. This
paper will concentrate on one young nation and its development.
Thus, our optimism as to the future of (Riana's economy is based on the
fact that it began to develop an abundant and cheap power in the Volta
River Project. A survey of Ghana's economy before, during, and after
this big project thlspaper will show how realistic is our optimism.
The writer is greatly indebted to Dr. Hugo Skala of Atlanta University,
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In vhose class he first thought of the Idea; Dr. John D. Reid, also of
Atlanta nnlTer8lt7, who made it possible for him to have gained some ex¬
perience as an assistant lecturer of statistics on the graduate level,
which was a good preparation towards the analysis of the data he collected;
to Dr. M. Maxwell, aM to Dr. R. Coulbom, who have also been his profes¬
sors during the period of his studies at Atlanta University; and to
William L. Tsitslwu of the Ghana Embassy, Washington, D.C., without
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The derelopaent of underdeTeloped countries has to be approached ac¬
cording to the most underdeTeloped lines of indiridual economies with the
possible best use of local resources. In some cases it ma^ be agriculture,
in others, extricating industries, transportation, health, or population
problems. Nearly STeryvhere, the lack of Industrial power or its use is
forthcoming.
Our problem is to prove the fuMamental economic progress of Qiana, one
of the Vest African underdeveloped nations, depending on the proper use of
one resource at hand, the Volta River.
Significance
Ghana derives its largest income from cocoa. The world market prices
for this crop tend to vary widely. Thus, it is difficult to make reliable
estimates of the future contributions which cocoa can make for its economic
development. For this reason it is Imperative that diversified industries
be developed. Industrial power, which could be cheaply produced from the
Volta River by building dams, is absolutely necessary for this purpose.
This phase of the development, of course, would create many problems, the





It is the aiJB of this paper to make a survey of the present economic
situation of Ghana in order to discuss the conditions which exist for the
deyeloiMent of diversified industries, and to attempt to forecast the eco¬
nomic conditions of the country during and after the develoiaaent of such
Industries. Ve sheill also comment on the problems which would confront the
country during the various phases of its growth.
Definitions
In this paper. Industry will mean any productive enterprise, whether
manufacturing or service, which employs relatively large amounts of capital
and labor.
Development means the proper application of all available resources
towards a desired economic end. The meaning of power is restricted only to
industrial power.
Method
The writer collected from all available sources the data on Ghama's
present economic situation, on the proposed Volta River Project and its
potential use for the development of the nation. For this purpose, he con¬
tacted Ghana's Embassy in Washington, D.C., United States Department of
Commerce of Atlanta, then went through all local libraries, and also inter¬
viewed the Dean of the School of Business Administration of the University
College of Ghana, and Mr. E. V. Mamphey of the Ghana Administrative Staff,
during their visit in the United States. The writer then projected the
data into the general theories about the development of underdeveloped
countries.
The extent or the validity of the projection will be based only on the
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infornations or materials arallabla to the writer \dio tried to collect
data from all the sources mentioned above, but could not obtain detailed
answers as related to the allocation of the Volta River Project industrial
power and the advantages it would bring to Giana through the development.
CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL AND ECONOMIC BACKGROUND
Economists do not yet hare a precise definition for the phrase onder-
dsTsloped countries. All their attempted definitions may be sumed up as
follows: a nation should be cailled underdereloped if it lacks means to
nourish adequately its people, to help their productive capacity by means
of capital equipment, to use constructively its resources, and if it does
not permit a higher staundard of living.
The main reason for such a situation lies usually in the previous
social stzoieture of the nation concerned. In Asia it was mostly the
absolute despotic of a small ruling class living in greatest luxury and
not permitting any development of the people for the fear that it would
lose its position. The Asiatic rulers were totalitarlans, concentrating
the spiritual. Judicial, political and economic power in their hands and
using it only for their own well being.
The picture in Africa is different. A century ago, it was a source of
slaves. The African chiefs were totalitarlans also. But they felt more
responsible toward their own tribal brothers. To become rich meant for
them to subdue another tribe, and rob its cattle and sell the slaves, or
rather barter them for useful commodities.
At a time when Europe went through its industrial revolution ai»i built
strong empires, Africa necessarily became a chief place for European colo¬
nisation and was divided among European powers as a source of human and
physical resources. During this period, the chiefs were mostly divided.
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Each vaa concerned of getting the beat of everything for hlmaelf and hla
tribe. In Ignorance they continued to aell their natural resources cheap
to Europeans but paid higher prices for the imported manufactured pro¬
ducts. Each year, the social and economic gap between their people and
the Europeans widened.
Africa was always rich In natural resources, most of which were dis¬
covered by European adventurers. For the fact that Europeans were more
interested In the physical resources other than the advancement of the
people, development was mostly centered around those regions which were
most rich in pl^sieal resources. If it was gold or diamond or other use¬
ful raw materials, plentiful and easy to collect, the Europeans came after
it. Some of them settled down and begem to create politlceJ. authorities
under some protection of the land of their origin.
This is not a paper on Africa's history. ¥e will also make no attempt
to describe the different approaches of the individual Europeeun nations to
their colonies, protectorates or dominions. We will rather try to deal
with the economic consequences.
Every peart of Africa was geared with some Europeem econcmile entity.
The British were looking for raw materieJLs cheap enough to make their hcHBe
industries competitive in their domestic markets, emd at the same time they
were keen to have markets for their manufactured products. The German
Reich had similar intentions. Because Ghana is composed of fomer colonies
of these two nations, we will restrict our analysis to their economic
policies.' In both eases the aim was not to allow their African possessions
to develop any local industries. For this purpose no local industrial
power was allowed| no money was Invested to create local industriesj no
people were trained to gather skill. The chiefs were permitted to let
their tribes live the same way as centuries ago.
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Transportation and eomunlcatlon which bring ideas of larger national
unity and create desire for better ways of lining, were restricted. The
chiefs liyed happily as their fathers did, and so did the people. In scate
instances, they looked upon Europeans as people specially gifted to lead
and gOTcm and to produce. Most European economists happily concluded
that African climate is in the way of industrial deyeloimient and that it
prohibits people to think and work. Then came the two World Wars which
shattered the economic and political structure of the world. To some
extent it was Russia vho proredthat Veblen's leasure class was responsible
for the eeonomie backwardness of a nation. Unwilling to Inrest its wealth
in productire enterprise, consumed the little sayings taken away from their
hungry serfs, it left the nation undreleped. The same sources used for
deyelepment prored the great potential for growth. As eeoncad.8t8, we know
that Russia copied the capitalist economic structure but invested its sur¬
pluses for growth, it leads forwaird as an economic tmit.
Africa, separated from its colonial powers by war and sending their
sons to die in these wars realised that it has enough human and physlcail
resources to become an equal partner to any other part of the world if it
would be permitted to develop these resources.
Rhann
The greatest weakness of most individual African regions is the fact
that only a single local resource, or a few of them were developed. The
colonial power was not Interested in any diversification of industries.
It wanted to obtain from its economy such kind of raw material that it
needed. The present problem is to develop all the other resources and
each of the underdeveloped African ootintries faces its own special pro¬
blems
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Ghana, located in Africa on the Western Coast of the Atlantic on the
Gulf of Guinea, is about the sise of New York and Pennsylrania coKbiaed*
It is inhabited by five million people of whom about 99 per cent are
natiye Africans.^ In 1471, Portuguese traders dlseorered gold on the
territory of the former Gold Coast and it became the basis of European
Interest in the country. The gold trade was rery profitable and continued
for nearly 200 years.
In 1844» Britain after gaining control of the area, signed a Bond of
mutual cooperation at Cape Coast with the chiefs, and Gold Coast became
the official name of the territory. A small German protectorate, Togo,
vas la existence until 1914» when it was occupied by French and British
troops. In 1922, the League of Nations dlxided it into two mandates:
French Togoland, 21,500 square miles, and has a population of about two
million} and British Togoland, 13,040 square miles, with about 500,000
people. Since then, British Togoland vas governed as a part of the Gold
Coast. In 1946, the two Togolands became United Nation trust territories.
The idea of independence,which vas the political issue of today's Ghana¬
ians for several decades under the capable and dedicated leader. Dr. Kwame
Nkromah, became a clear issue after World War II. The struggle for Inde-
^ndenoe vas successful and the Gold Coast and British Togoland became in¬
dependent on Haurch 6, 1957, and took the name Ghana.
Climate
Ghana's climate resembles the climate of the regions which fall with¬
in the tropics near the equator. There is climatic variation from the
coast northward, that is not entirely associated with latitude. There can




latitude because of variations in altitude.
Extrema draught foUoved by intense squalls and thunderstorms is la
the way of systematle and regular development of many lines of agriculture.
It calls for irrigation to allow more diversification of the crops.
Pz^esently, Lake Boltontur, the Tolta, the Ankobra, and the Tano rivers
and their many tributaries which flow throughout the year, izrigate the
land.
The mean maximum temperature in most places is highest in March and
lowest in August. At Navrongo in the Northern Territories, an absolute
maximum of 109^ Fahrenheit has been recorded, and an absolute minimum of
48*^ Fahrenheit at Kpeve, 100 miles from the seashore.
January experiences the lowest mean temperature except on the coast
and in the extreme north, idiere it occurs in August and December respec¬
tively. The following table may illustrate the variation in climatic con¬
























































Source t Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Hand Book of Commafea imd
Industry (Accra, (Huuia, 1957} p. V.
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Yagetatloa
The forest regetation of Ghana has certain narked features: a great
rarlety of trees} in the denser areas the trees are tall and branch growth
Is restricted to the top near the light and air; in the less dense ax^as
dense undergrowth derelops.
In the northern territories, southern Trans Volta Togoland, and the
Colonj where the land is saranah, the trees are short and az^ scattered
about.
Culture and GoTemnent
(Uiana is divided into two naln cultural groups: an Islamic desert
culture in the north and a Bantu type tribal culture in the south. A pat¬
tern of an old desert kingdom survives in the north, idille tribal loyalties
are found in the central and southern sections.
However, western culture has Influenced the whole country, most es-
peelaJJ.y the regions along the coast. "Few countries at any time or place
have progressed as expeditiously from the stage of tribal Institutions to
that of a modern state based on representative government.
In spite of the diversified population of Qiana, its leader, Br. Kwame
Nknmm^ manages to hold the people together. His party, the Convention
Peoples Party, which holds 72 out of 104 seats in the National Assembly, is
most aotlve and stands for a unitary government.
Oxana has a democratically elected National Assembly, a cabinet system
and an officially recognised Parliamentary Opposition.
1
Foreign Policy Association, Inc., Awakening Africa - Threat or
Promise? (New lork, ^.d^, p. 1.
CHAPTER III
GHAHA'S PRESENT ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
A survey of the present economic conditions of Ghana, msgr require the
classification of its industries under the following headings: extractive,
agriculture and forestry, manufacturing and constructive, ccxomercial, and
direct services.
Extractive Industries
These industries are engaged in extracting from the earth or the sea
the various products of nature. They may he divided into the following
groups: mining and fishing.
Mining
Mining is the second largest industry of Ghana. It is the largest
private Investownt and capital develo|»ent factor in the country. The
main products of the mines aure gold, diamonds, manganese, and bauxite.
The most developed and largest export of Ghana's mines is gold. Be¬
sides the cocoa, it provides the largest source of foreign currency. The
total amount of gold export per ann\im is about three-quarters of a million
ounces. About 22,000 Africans and 750 Europeans are employed by the'gold
mines.^
Diamonds, which were first found by the Geological Depar'toent of
Ghana in 1919» are playing a considerable role in the nation's economy.
^
Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Hand Book of Commerce and Industry
(Accra, Qiana, 1957), p. 10.
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Only Industrial types of diamonds were found in quantity in the Eastern and
Western Regions. In the Eastern Region, 'Uiey are being exploited by laurge
mining companies. Recently, a local industry started work in both Regions.
There are also natiye Africans \iho work singly or in small groups applying
primitlye methods, washing the grawel with calabashes. Ghana, exports about
2,518)563 carats of industrial diamond per year. Approximately 17,000
Africans and 80 Europeans are employed in the diamond industry.^
Bauxite, a chief source of aluminum, is found in large deposits in
(Riana. Among the many deposits only one is being exploited. The raw ore
cannot be processed in Ghana due to industrial or economic problems which
will be discussed in the later chapters. The raw ore is being exported to
the United Kingdom where it is processed. The products from bauxite part¬
ly come back to Ghana in forms of cooking utensils and roofing materials.
Fishing
The rlTers of Ghana and the sea, which has a coast line of 350 miles,
are the sources of fish for the country.
The inhabitants of the coastal regions and villages along the rivers
concentrate on the supply of fish for local consumption hF means of cannoe
fishing. Due to the lack of efflolenoy of the fishermen, the country is
often short of fish supply. Since fish is one of the most important
sources of protein in Ghana, and the little fish produced on the coasts is
consumed in the coastal cities, the northerners suffer most from the lack
of protein. It was sometimes imperative for the country to import smoked
and canned fish from foreign countries in order to meet the demand at home.




of smoked and tinned fish.
Agriculture and Forestry
Agrlcult\ire Is Ghana's largest Industry. The land Is mostly cultl-
▼ated by the natives for subsistence agriculture and for cocoa production.
A considerable amount of land especially In the Northern Territories and
the coastal plains Is not being used due to alternative drought and flood.
The shifting agricultural methods of cultivation which are employed by the
farmers, make a high proportion of the land to lie fallow all year round.
Modern means of land exploitation are being used on a amall scale.
The short hoe Is the most common tool In use. The major agricultural pro¬
ducts conqprlse cocoa, palm kennels, copra, coffee, some staple food and
cattle.
Cocoa
2The cocoa crop forma about 75 per cent of the total exports of Ghana.
Cocoa Is grown by about 300,000 feurmers, many of whom operate farms of a
few acres.
The work on the cocoa farm calls for hard labor, and some knowledge
of the crop. Generally, the landowner Is not In the position to do all the
work. This gave rise to different systems such as the Abusa, the Nkotokuano
and the Fldodo.
The Abusa system requires that one-third of the products of the farm
be given to the landowner, one-third to the farmer to whom usually the lemd
Is assigned by the chief or the landowner, and one-third to the actual
1





laborers on the farm.^
The system creates a kind of Joint ownership of the farm among the
three parties. Usuailly, no records are made of the transactions between
these parties.
The laborer, whose Income is small, cannot easily leave the farm to
find a higher paying Job. He is afraid to lose his right to his share.
Due to his lack of skill other than that of cocoa farming he can hardly
find ano'Uier Job anyhow.
The Nkotokuano system is widely used in the Togoland regions and in
most parts of Akwaplm, Akim, Abnakwa and the Western Regions. A fixed sum
per load is p>ald to the Hkotokuano laborers for the cocoa they plucked for
the farmer who employs them.
The system is unfavorable to the laborer. He receives much less than
24 shillings per each load of 60 pounds and does not benefit from any in¬
crease in the cocoa price.
The rate varies in the different regions of the country relative to
the distance of the farm from the market. At Papase in Togoland, farmers
pay 10 shillings or less to the laborers per load, while farmers at Asafo
pay about 14 shillings, with about 10 shillings difference in the price of
cocoa.^
Laborers of two or more cottages working under Abusa or Kotokuano
systems often form a co-operative with the main objective of reciprocal
help in plucking cocoa or clearing weeds under the cocoa trees. This en¬
ables them to complete in a shorter time the task by division of labor.
1




This Is called Fidodo by the Eve people.
As long as the economy of the nation depends mostly on cocoa produc¬
tion the government of Qiana had to concentrate Its efforts on promoting
and protecting this greatest source of foreign exchange. Great deal of
revenue was spent to divert the damage from dleback disease or the swollen
shoot to cocoa plants, to Improve planting materials, to distribute seed¬
lings, to establish new cocoa plots and to Introduce spraying systems and
so on.^
The British government xmder the same social pressure, established the
Cocoa Itoketing Board to secure the most favorable eurrangements for the
purchase, grading, export and selling of cocoa, and to assist in the develop¬
ment of the cocoa industry by all possible means for the benefit and pros¬
perity of the producers.
The Board has saved funds from the difference between the price of
cocoa in the world market and that in the home market. This fund is used
as em insurance against future fluctuations in cocoa price in the world
market. It is also used to promote projects which are deemed vital to the
economic growth of Ghana.
Grants totalling more than ii24 Billlion have been made by the Ghaxia
Cocoa Marketing Board during the past ten years. They included sums
for founding an agricultural faculty at the University College, and
ten health centers. The assets of the Board totalled hll million.
A capital fund of over hi million had been Invested in local and over¬
seas securities, the Income of which was used to finance a scholarship
scheme. More than 400 students obtained overseas scholarships awarded
by the Board. In addition, 280 scholarships for secondary schools in
Oxana were awarded every year. More than hl4 and half million was
paid out for combatting swollen shoot and capsid disease and nearly
hl8 8uxd half million in loans to the government.^
1
Ghana Infoxmatlon Services, Ghana Today. Vol. II (October, 1958), p.4*
2
Oxana Infoirmatlon Seiv^lces, "Cocoa Board has Assets Totalling hll
Million," Ghana Today. Vol. II (October 29, 1958), pp. 4-5.
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COCOA PRICES^
(In pounds sterling per
ton:)
1
F. 0. B, monthly average export price from Ghana,
2
Newmen Neame London for Ghana Information Services, Ghana is
Bom (Accra, Ghana, ^.d^), p, 95*
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The world aarket for cocoa is verj flexible. Prices fluctuate widely
and tend to create Inflation or deflation in Ghana.
The already mentioned means of control b7 the Cocoa Marketing Board, is
not a rery effectiye one for any fluctuation in the world price of cocoa af¬
fects the reserve of the Cocoa Marketing Board and through it the individu¬
al farmers' income and the whole economy of Ghana.
The best way out of this for the economy of Ghana la to develop di¬
versified industries. Ve shall discuss in the following chapters, what
types of industries should be developed in order to reduce the dependence
on- cocoa only.
Palm Products
Both palm kernel and palm oil are the products of a tropical plant of
the family Palmaeeae. This plant is very common in (Siana. Its products
are extensively consumed domestically.
Besides its oil products, the palm tree is also tapped for wine,
usually intended for home consumption. The tapping often leads to the des¬
truction of a great number of palm trees, which means an economic loss to
the country.
The government, realizing the disadvantages of the destruction of the
palm trees is taking steps to replace them. The Department of Agrlcult\ire
of Qiana has imported better-quality palms and the seedlings are being
given to the farmers for planting. Attempts are also being mads ty the
same department to bring experts from Nigeria to teach Qianalan farmers how
to tape the trees without felling them.
Only a small proportion of the palm kernels is exported. From 1952 to
1956, there has been an Increase in the kernel export from 6,315 to 11,530
tons a year.^
Ministry of Commerce and Industry, op. eit.. p. /fi.
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The Vestera and Eastern coasts of Ghana are suitable for coconut eul-
tlTatlon, and the production of copra Is concentrated in those areas. Due
to the lack of skill of the producers, its production is at present not
high, tfore is consumed than exported.
With government subsidies and special training of the producers,
copra coiild be produced on a larger scale for home consumption and export.
Other Agricultural Products
There are about 3,320 acres of coffee plantations in Ghana - 2,000
acres in Trans Volta Togoland and the remaining in Western Ashanti. The
crop is mainly Intended for e3q)ort.
The main obstacles to the development of this Industry are the re¬
latively large number of helpers needed at harvest time and the regular
attention uhich the trees require.
For further expansion, the Department of Agriculture is encouraging
the growth of the crop at places which cannot grow cocoa. The department
imports high yielding strains from East Africa, the seedlings of which are
being distributed to farmers at lew costs. Demonstrations on the cultiva¬
tion are also given to the farmers, all of which will lead to the rapid
growth of this industry.
The tobacco Industry of Qiana is of cmiall dimensions mainly intended
for home consumption. Its growth is cairried on in the Togoland, Ashemtl suid
the Northern Regions by a few farmers. The Industiry is very young amd the
skill of most of its cultivators is very limited.
The Pioneer Tobacco Company of Ghana, and the Agricultural Department
are undertaking keen steps to educate the farmers. This company has been
producing cigarettes from its plant in Tala>radi since 1954, using a blend
of Virginian and local tobacco.^
Ghana Information Searvices, "Minor Industries Have Role in the Eeo-
noffly," CaMJia Today. Vol. II (October 1, 1958), p. 4.
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Com and yams are grovn nearly all over the country. But the areas
of greatest concentration are, Togoland, Western and Northern Regions.
These places are highly faTorable for the growth of corn and yams. Due to
the limited knowledge of the modern systems of farming of the farmers, the
crops are often insufficient to meet the demands of the country.
With improved systems of irrigation the products may hare much better
prospects in Qiana.
The Northern Territories supply most of the cattle and fowls. The
pastural lands there, are free from the tsetse fly. Like other farmers in
Qiana, the northern farmers lack agricultural skill. Thus, the products
of their farms are usually small, compared with the potentiality of the
land and the demand. Improved transportation may change this situation.
Forestry
The estimated area of Ghana's forest sone is 11,000 square miles.
About 6,000 square miles consists of forest reserves. The remaining 5,000
square miles are free for cultivation. The forests provide game, timber,
and fuel. The economic value of timber to C^iana is so great that it re¬
quires some attention. This industry falls under two categories; logs for
export, and saw milling for home emd overseas' markets.
In 1956, the log eiqport totalled 19,594,092 cubic feet, and sold for
^5,165*220. In the same year, the total production of the saw milling was
about 10,000,000 cubic feet. Of this total, about 7,315,863 cubic feet
weim exported for 64,299,724, about 3,460,000 cubic feet were consumed
locally.
1 ■■ ■ ■
Ministry of Commerce and Industry, op. clt., p. 44.
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Manufacturing and Construction. Commercial
and Dlraet Services
The manufacturing and construction Industries of Qiana undertake the
production of nondurable consumer goods and the building of houses and
structures. Most of the manufacturing Industries are deelaired bj the
goremment to be pioneer. To encourage their growth, the goremment has
exempted them from taxes for a period of flire years. Through the govern¬
ment's agency, the Industrial Development Corporation, It has made funds
available for loans to such manufacturing companies which operate on a
scale adequate to the economic needs of the country, but whose capital Is
limited.
Due to the inability of Ghanaians to invest In Industries, the govern¬
ment has taken some Initiative to invest through the mentioned agency. It
operates throu^ a number of privately owned subsidiary eoaqpanies as well
as throu^ several associate companies, in which It has 50 per cent of
share holding.^
Ghama'a external trade is carried on with the British Commonwealth and
2
a few other eo\antrles outside the commonwealth. The domestic trade un¬
fortunately uses rnamy middle-men for the distribution of consumer goods to
the various parts of the country. The importer or producer in the south
sells to buyers la the north, from whom a retailer Is supplied, vtio leads the
consumer mostly throu^ a chain of petty sellers. The middle-men, of
course, have to make seme profit. This process increases the price of the
goods about twice before they reach the consumer. This may be attributed




See Appendix C and D.
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With the iaprovement of transportation and some price control, this
problen could easily be solved, and In tom It would promote higher stand->
ards of living.
Through the Central Bauik at Accra, the Bank of Ghana, the government
rigidly controls the volume of money circulation In the country. Only re¬
cently has Ghana's currency been separated from the British pound sterling.
To stimulate savings and development la the rural areas, the govern¬
ment encourages through Its agency, the Industrial Develo^mieat Corporation,
the opening of new banks la many areas. Further, the company law of Ghana
Is being revised to protect creditors against the dangers of limited lia¬
bility. Should this aim be achieved, there would be more credit In the
country thus more eonsun^tlon of goods trould be possible.
In addition to the Bank of Ghana whose Initial capital was hi million,
there Is the GSiana Conmerelnl Bank which started operation In August, 1957,
with the authorised capital of b500,000; the Bank of West Africa, Ltd.,
which operates between the territories of West Africa and the major cities
of Ghana) and Barela's Bank, Dominion Canada and Overseas, operating between
(Siana and the West African countries and overseas.^
The direct services such as lawyers, teachers, doctors, civil servants,
policemen, soldiers, sailors and many other workers In these lines are very
essential for the growth of the country, but Ghana Is relatively short of
them. "Ghana's need Is great for trained people In every field - engineers,
2
architects, doctors, nurses, teachers, economists."
The goveimment Is taking keen Interests In the development of direct
services. Teacher trnlnlng colleges, medical schools, and higher
_
Ministry of Commerce and Industry, op. clt.. p. 7.
2
Ikbassy of Ghana, Ghana (Washington, D. C., ^.d^), p. 17.
a
Institutions of learning are rapidly increasing in number.
Colleges are being enlarged and overseas scholarships offered to
students. At present more than 3f000 Ghana students are studying in
foreign universities - about 220 in the United States. The modern
510-bed hospital at Kumasl has a training school for 300 nurses.
Smaller hospitals are being built throughout the country. The Na¬
tional Hospital at Accra is being expanded to serve as a teaching
hospital.
Medical field units visit the villages - teaching sanitation and
health precautions, inoculating against disease and treating the sick.




THE MAJOR DEVELOPMENTAL PROBLETC
Like any underdeyeloped eoontry, Ghana's major doTelopBeatal problems
may be grouped under the following: population, lamd, transportation, rev¬
enue, capital, management, economic rationalisation, power and ll^^t.
Population
Mot all of (Hiana's population, which Is now a little over 5 million* is
necessarily an asset to the country nor does any Increase in It mean mere
develoimient. A mere increase In population is likely to Invoke the law of
dlsdnishing returns and as result may tend to decrease the per capita pro¬
duction mainly If it does not go hand in hand with growth of capital goods.
In some sections of Ghana, espeeladly in the rural areas, there are
people who do nothing because there is nothing for them to do or because
they have no skill of any kind and they do not acquire skill or find jobs.
They live with their kinsfolk and share their Income, l^ployment possi¬
bilities for these people have to be created. Perhaps the government could
undertake developmental policies to help solve these problems. Expansionary
fiscal fluid monetflu’y policies flare neceSseary for the promotion of industries
to enable employment. These new created jobs should give enough income but
the wages should not be too high so as to provoke a wage-price inflation
spiraLL.
Should such <m espamslon raise problems of inflation or deficits in
the bidfluice of international payments, the government could control the
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inflation raising tax rates.
Land
Land holdings in huge estates are numerous in Qiana. Some are too
large for the holders to derelop them effioientlj. The tenant farmers
have no ineentlye to improye the land, fearing that he could he dispossessed
at an7 time. On the other hand, the landloz^l does not take the ineentlye
to Improye his property since he does not know idiether he will rent it pro¬
fitably.
Any attempt by the goyernment to enact some land reform will, to the
uneducated public, mean expropriation of prlyate property. Any land reform
has to proyide for adequate compensation. Payments could be made with some
kind of goyemmental bonds to be amortised during a longer period of time.
A large area of land in Ghana is made unfit for cultivation each year
by soil erosion caused by deforestation and removal of vegetation from the
land, graslng of land by cattle especially by goats and sheep, and poverty
of the soil. For many generations the land had been cultivated primitively
without putting back into it elements of fertility. This made large parts
of the country subject to the menace of soil erosion.
Soil erosion reduces productivity of land, makes the land desolate and
the people poor. It is therefore necessary that it be eliminated. The
American and Indian experiences of soil erosion are good examples.
In the United States of America, a Soil Conservation Service of the
Department of Agriculture has been set. Under tha District Soil Con¬
servation Act, the imerlcaox farmers co-operate with the soil conserva¬
tion service to protect their land from soil erosion and other types
of destruction.
In India, during the Five-Iear Plan, soil conservation work begun
on systematic lines. About 250 agricultural and forest officials have
been trained in soil conservation methods. A desert of forestation
research station was set up at Johlpur in 1952 and five regional re-
search-oum-trainlng centers were established in the latter half of the
first plan-period. Eleven pilot projects have been taken up in the
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states of Bombay, Andhra, Orissa, Vest Bengal, Madras, Punjab,
Saurashtra, Travanoore-Cochln, Ajmer, Kuteh and Manipur.^
Road Transport, Railways and Harbors
Ghana Is deficient in roads.
As of 30th Jttne, 1936, the mileage of all weather roads maintained
by the Public Works Department was 4)127 comprising 1,470 miles bitu¬
men surface and 2,657 miles graTel surface. In addition, approximately
5,000 miles of roads are maintained by the Political Administration.^
It is necessary that more attention be given to the development of
transport, for roads plegr a very important part in the economic development
of the country, enabling raw materials and agricultural produce to come to
the factory areas, and manufactured goods to the markets. They provide a
means of communication to the people and enable them to maintain contact
with each ether.
While the railways and air services can serve only big centers, a good
road system is absolutely necessary for reaching distant corners and for
penetrating the interior of the country.
Railway communication in December, 1956, consisted of a main line
running from Takoradl to Kumasl, thence to Accra, a distance ef 357 miles
with branches, Takoradl junction to Sekondl (3 miles), Tarkwa to Prestea
(18 miles), Abogo to Adja Blppo (2 miles), Kxnl Valley to Kade (99 miles)
(Central Province line) and Dunkwa to Awago (46 miles). During 1954 a
branch line 16 miles long was opened between Achimota Junction and a site
for the new Port of Tem, 17 miles East of Accra, and one of 15 miles open¬
ed from Tema to the Shal Hills. A link of 51 miles between the Central
1
P. C. Jain, Problems in Indian Economies (Allahabad, ^ pp. 114^
116.
2
Ministry of Commerce and Industry, op. clt.. pp. 47-49.
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ProTlnc* line at Aohiasi and the Accra - Kunasi line at Kotoku was opened
in February, 1956.^
Heavy eoBimodltles are conveyed by means of the railways from the ports
and factory areas to the cities where they are further transported by
trucks to ether parts of the country.
During last year, the railways carried 5,189>427 passengers and yield¬
ed a revenue of i 581,087, an increase of i 35,508 ever the previous year
due to increased fares. In the same year, they also carried 2,173,176 tons
of frei^t.^
The increasing export and Import activities of (Siana iMcessarlly re¬
quire extensive develojaients of its harbors. Presently, there is only one
deep water harbor at Takoradl and surf ports at Accra, Cape Coast and
Vlnneba. Takoradl Hao^bor consists of two breakwaters enclosing a water
area of 220 acres. The deficiency in harbor facilities often causes a de¬
lay in import and export activities of the country.
Should serious attention be given to the developaent of this part of
the economy, it would promote easy and aaooth growth in other branches of
the econoiBy.
Again the Volta Project, which will be discussed later, offers an
immense improvement. The Volta River will become navigable for about 120
miles to and from the north.
Taxation
The revenue of the goveimment of Ghana consists of taxation which






Incomo tax was first ijtpossd in Ghana in 1943. Taxes are paid on all
net inoone accrtiing in, derived from, brought into or received in, Qiana
in respect of: gains or profits from any trade, business, profession or
vocation; gains or profits from any employment; dividends; interest or dis-
coxmts; any pension, charge or annuity; rents, royalties, preidums and any
ether profits arising from property.
Liberal taac allowances are given for e:q>enditares on the construction
of buildings, structures, and works of a permanent nature, initial and
develojmtent expenditure on mines and capital expenditure in connection with
the working of a timber concession.
Personal allowances are deductible from the balance of assessable in¬
come. Provision is also made for relief when a person pays tax on the same
income both in Ghana and in some other part of the British Commonwealth.
In order to stimulate the develoinent of new industries in Ghana, an
exemption from tax on profits for five years is given to pioneer companies
as mentioned previously.^
The Controller of Customs and Excise at Accra administers the customs
and excise department of Ghana which is composed of Maritime Customs,
Excise and Preventive Services. The Maritime Branch collects the duty on
commodities imported or exported. The Pireventlve Service protects revenue
by the prevention and detection of smuggling besides the collection of duty.
Excise duty is levied on beer brewed and on cigarettes manufactured in




See Appendix E and F.
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Capital
Like Boat underdeTelopad coirntries, Ghana has the problems of capital
supply and Inadequate savings, and a relative shortage of capital goods,
know-hows and technical skill.
Foreign capital is therefore necessary for Ghana's economic develop¬
ment. Quma, like any underdeveloped country could not use its balance of
payments to pay for foreign capital goods. The active balance of payments
la too small ctmipared with the needs of imports.
The absence of capital in Ghana results from low savings. A vast
majority of the people are too poor to save anything and those who can save
do not place their savings at the disposal of the capital market.
Foreign capital is not easily attracted for the rate of return on
foreign capital, as on indigenous capital in Ghana and el8e\diere, is low
due to various government restrictions and hl^ costs of production. Most
of the underdeveloped countries would want the Investor to accept the line
of their policy before allowing him to Invest. Usually each country has its
own domestic and foreign policies and would not like to toe the line of
other countries.
For example.
Foreign capital has not hitherto been directly Invested in public
utilities, such as railway transport, municipal csonlbus services,
electricity and water supply concerns, telephone and redifuslon serv¬
ices, and it is not expected that there will be any departure from this
principle.
¥lth this exception, it is the government's considered view that
foreign capital should be free to invest in any other form of new in¬
dustrial enterprise.^
Management
Caiana was a British Colony for several decades. Thus, the managing
1
Ministry of Commerce and Industry, op. cit.. p. 20.
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system of COiana is originally British and is connected with British enter¬
prise In Ghana and the British Commonwealth. The system was gradually de-
Tsloped by the pioneering efforts of the British managing houses which were
the first to realize the potentialities for economic development of the
country.
It is difficult to find leading British Directors who would remain in
the country long enough to guarantee continuous superrision of business.
It is therefore necessaiy that Ghana create its own system of management.
Veil trained managers could act as promoters, financiers, and managers
and create confidence in the investor in the absence of a well organized
local capital market. At the same time, it is imperative that, the govern¬
ment fight such practices like bribery and corruption, and forgery, which
aure at present common in the country. This would promote a smooth growth
of the country's economy and investors' confidence.
Economic Iiatlon8J.lzatlon
Professor P. C. Jaine defines ratlonaLIizatlon as.
Instead of traditional processes, established routine, and empirical
zniles and improvisations use is made of methods that are the fruits of
practical sclentifle study and aims at the optimum adjusiment of means
to ends, thus securing that every effort produces the maximum useful
result,^
Economic rationalization could be applied in Ghana by government and
private enterprises to safeguard the overall economic interest of the
country. For example, Mr. Apter's investigations about labor efficiency in
Qiana revealed that.
Labor efficiency in Ghana is low. Traditional attitudes toward manual
labor reduce potential recruitment as well as morale. Traditional
responsibilities to land call the worker home for harvest, for festival
1
P. C. JaiB). op. cit.. p. 30.
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occasions, and for eustomaty rites.^
These could be gradually Improved by educating and training of people
for skilled vork, and by Introducing lavs to change gradually the attitudes
of the chiefs who are the main figures behind traditions, often In the way
of Industrial development. The builders brigade for boys and girls Is a
recent example. Projects of such nature oug^t to be encouraged.
Power and Light
In Ghana, the problem of power In general and the use of It for light
is great and requires attention.
The generation and distribution of electricity for all public
purposes including the lighting and power requirements of private con¬
sumers, government offices, workshops, water works, hospitals, rail¬
ways and harbors Is at present carried out by the government throu^
the medium of the Electricity Department. Electricity supplies are
available at Aburi, Accra, Bolgatanga, Cape Coast, Annkva, Koforldua,
Kumasl, Nsawam, Oda, and Akim Svedru, Swedm, Vlnneba, Sekondl, Tokoradl,
Takva, Tamale, Keta, Tafo and Tema. Supplies are being Installed at
Ho and Asajnankese.^
The total capacity of power available In the country Is about 25,000
Kilowatts. It Is hoped that when the Volta River Project Is completed,
there will be enough power available for Industry and homes.
1
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CHAPTER V
THE VOLTA RIVER PROJECT
As preyiously mentioned, the best way to bring resilence to the
country's economy is to deyelop diyersified industries. This could be done
by undertaking a single project which will promote deyelopment in nearly
all phases of the econosgr.
Ghana has two natural resources close together which offer an unusual
opportunity for deyelopment - bauxite and water power.^
Thus, in Time magazine of May 19591
Last week, in a prime example of how private enterprise can help a
developing country get set for such a bold Jump, the Kaiser Industries
Corporation circulated an ambitious (3 pounds) blue print for building
a major aluminum Industry from (Hiana's two abundant, untapped re¬
sources! red bauxite (aluminum ore) and cheap water power. So en¬
thusiastic was Ghana that it started work immediately on the $600
million project. To Kaiser went the first contract - $3,000,000 for
site-clearing and design work.
The Kaiser plan luistermlnded by ten experts who hopscotched the
country for six weeks, foresees harnessing the power of the crocodile-
infested Volta River to work aluminum plants. First step is to build
a 230 foot high dam near Kosombo, 60 miles northeast of Accra, then add
two satellite dams. They would mnerate 974,000 Kilowatts (100 times
as much as produced now in Ghana), back up a mannaade lake that would
equal the world's biggest (3,500 square miles), which itself would
create a new fishing industry to improve the protein-shy Gianaian diet.
Cost of dams, generating plants, and power lines, $325 million.
Ifeantime, another $275 million would be spent to develop Ghana's
bauxite reserves and to bolster rail lines running to the Tema area,
where a smelter would turn out 220,000 tons of aluminm a year. The
metal would be shipped from a port abulldlng at Tema.
^y using what the British called 'exceptional' United States engi¬
neering Biethods, Kaiser out projected costs from $900 million in the
original British plan to $600 million, boosted power capacity bF 40
per cent and aluminum capacity by 10 per cent, reduced building time
1
Embassy of Ghana, op. cit.. p. 21.
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from eight years to five. Equally important, Kaiser's Volta plan
would slash power costs - now 23 mills per kilowatt hour in Qiana - to
2 or 2i^ mills for aluminum processors, 6 or 7 mills for others. Such
a price is reasonable enough to spawn a white family of new industries
in Ghana.
But where will the |600 million bankroll come from? Ghana, which
enjoys a trade surplus as the world's biggest producer of cocoa, can
ante up $70 million. This month it will send a team of ministers to
Washington to dicker with the World Bank and U.S.A foreign->alders, who
regard Ghana as a first-rate Investment risk. Says Aluminum, Ltd.,
of Canada, which has rights to Ghana's major bauxite reserves and sees
the Volta plan as an eventual certainty: 'We would be interested in
forming a consortium with U.S. firms to develop the project.
During and after the project, there would be many changes in the
country. Nearly every person would be affected by these changes, most
especially those living along the Volta River. The homes of about 62,500
people would be submerged by the new lake. All public and private roads
in the area would be inundated and would need to be replaced. The lake
would affect the lives of the people and they would require time to adapt
themselves to the new environment.
Our ways of thinking probably will lag behind, too. They always do
lag behind physical and material developsents. They come aifter the
facts, not before. It's not as should-be, but it's as-is. The boom
will give us a galloping machine. It will get going faster than our
abilities to train drivers. Social and political thinking will not
quite keep pace, and we shall have plenty of unsolved problems within
the boom.^
On the whole, the project would be industrially advantageous to the
country.
Agricultural and Extractive Industries
Water from the Volta dam will be available for distribution through
a system of canals and ditches. Experiments are already in progress
to see what conditions would be required to turn the barren Accra
1
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W. M. Kimplinger, and staff. Boom and Inflation Ahead (New York,
1959), p. 2.
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plains Into fertile faraland. At Kpong, crops such as rice, sugar,
cotton, and tobacco are being tried to see which will grow best tinder
irrigation in local conditions.
There will also be opportunities for a completelj new type of farm¬
ing along the edges of the Volta lake. The lerel of the ladce will
fall during the dry season and uncover areas which could grow rice or
other crops requiring swampy or moist ground.^
A large increase in the volume of food production would result. This
could possibly affect the income of feumiers. There could be a relative in¬
crease in their earnings.
In about one decade or two, farms would be small in number but large
la slae, since power would be available and would replace most of human
labor on the farms. Other factors to which the decline in number of farms
may be attributable will be discussed in the following chapter.
The Volta lake will provide as much fish as is now caught along the
whole sea coast, or as much as is now caught in all the l^esh-water
lakes, ponds, and rivers in the interior.
It is estimated that the lake will yield at least six tons of fish
per square mile of water. The whole lake could therefore produce s«ne
18,000 tons of fish a year. Valued at only 6 d per pound, which is
well below the current price, this represents an additional Income to
the country of more than hi million per year. This will more than
make up for the local foodstuffs idileh will be lost through flooding
of the land.2
Ghana would no more import fish. Fish would be available to all parts
of the coimtry including the north.
Mining requires much power and a complex division of labor. After the
Volta River Project, power would be available to the mines, thus, would
make it possible to reach deeper parts of the earth. This would also enable
higher productivity of the mines. Vhlle employment on the farms would not
be large, the mines and the fishing industry would Increase their employ¬
1





Manufacturing amd Construction. Commercial
and Direct Services
The cheap power could be sold to the nanufacturlng and constructlye
Industries. larger projects which could not be undertaken due to the lack
of power, could then be naterlallsed. Many goods could be sanufactured at
lower costs, for cheap power would replace costly labor. All these sean
higher productlrlty and hl^er per capita Income.
The mechanisation of these Industries would reduce the demand for un¬
skilled or semi-skilled mantial workers but would Increase the demand for
skilled people who can operate, repair and maintain the machines and
gadgets. These would bring about a big demand for training and education.
Commercial firms would provide sufficient commercial facilities to the
new communities, to supply the necessities of life to the workers and their
families.
There would be mauiy jobs for salespeople, mamagers, technicians, etc.
In these Industries.
The project would offer more than about 120 miles of the Volta River
to navigation. Because the paurt of the river thus becoming a meams of
cheap transportation flows through a part of Ghana with no railways but
poor roaids. It would become a big highway to the central and southern
regions of the country. It would make the North-South trade more economi¬
cal., eliminate many middlemen, thus making goods equauUy cheap In most
paurts of the count3ry.
The cities on the lakeside would be from the beginning, a kind of In¬
land harbors for commercial develoi»ent.
Import axul export activities would Increase relative to the needs and
productive capacity of the country. "If today's prices for aluminum aure
maintained, the eventual output of the smelter plcumed for the Gold Coast
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will, when sold orerseas, equal the ralue of the whole of the oountiy's
'other exports' put together,*^
This would create a fayorable balance of trade. Ghana then, would be
able to inrest In the foreign countries with which it trades, a proportion
of the income in their securities. Further incomes from these investments
could be used to service the loans for capital goods imported for the pro¬
ject.
The great opportimity for improvement concerns river blindness.
The threat of this terrible disease will actually be reduced by the
lake. Recent scientific suinreys have proved conclusively that the
small fly idiich tremsmlts river blindness can breed only in river
rapids or tumbling water. The formation of a deep still-water lake
will eliminate such breeding-places all the way from Ajena to lapel,
some 230 miles away in the north. This cutting-off of the lower Volta
from the source of the disease in the north will also provide an op¬
portunity of wiping out river blliidness in the AJena-Kpong area, where
the Incidence is now very high.^
In the new communities, need for hospitals, schools and recreational
facilities would arise.
On the other hand, crimes often acccanpany developments of this kind.
People would be desirous of becoming rich in a short period of time without
much toll. Other factors would arise from the inability of certain people
to get adjusted to the new environment. All these would mean a great demand
for teachers, lawyers, policemen and doctors, and many workers in these
lines.
Other Advantages of the Volta River Project
Beside the many mentioned advantages, the project would also be of
benefit to the countries from which capital goods would be imported; would






of lirlog to its peoplo.
Exporting Countries
In the countries from which the capital goods would be imported, ex¬
pansion of business activities would take place at least during the pro¬
duction of the capital goods. New jobs would be available to the people
of those foreign countries, and their new Incomes would be used to buy more
goods on their home markets.
The money value of the capital, goods Imported by Ghana would represent
aua increase of their respective national incomes. These additional. Incomes
could be used to assist other revenues for expansionary purposes auid would
still give jobs to the unemployed people when employment would decline at
the end of the capital goods production for the Volta River Project.
Tax and National Income
The project would bring about an increase in Qiana's public revenue.
The government's income would aurise from these sources: Taxation of
the smelter company's profits, in the same way as company tax is levi¬
ed on all commercial undertadclngs in the Gold Coast. Profits from the
Gold Coast's shaures in the smelter. These profits are divided between
the shareholders after the compauiy tax has been deducted. Minerals
duty on all the bauxite used to make aluminum. Income tax on money
earned by those employed on the project who are liable to pay. Import
duty on the goods which the additional incomes will enable people to
buy from overseas. Interest on the government's investment in the daua
and power station.^
Standaurd of Living
Many people would have meams to satisfy their needs amd wants and
could attain a hi^er standard of living. There would be more schools and
more children would be attending them. People would be healthier, happier,
aind would be living in better homes.
With regards to the use of electricity in homes amd on fames, it would
not be on lamge scales in the early periods. There would be quite a large
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number of people ^o would net be able to afford it. Others would not be
familiar with the use of electricity. However, in about ten to fifteen
years, quite a large percentage of the population would be making use of
the new power, vdille lifting their standard of living.
As mentioned, farms would be smaller in number but larger in size.
Power would replace most of human labor on the farms, organizations would
emerge auid would undertake farming on partnership or corporate basis.
About one-third of the population of Ghana live on farms and in
villages. After the project, most of these people would be living in
cities.
Private incomes could increase by between i 3 million and £ 4
million a year through wages paid to the thousands of people employed
by the bauxite mines, the smelter, the railways, the power project,
and the port. H^my people would also benefit through the increased
desiand for goods and services of all kinds which this new income will
create.^
The Increased private incomes would enable savings and would also pro¬
vide for life insurance and other forms of security. People would have
better plans for their future and the futuz*e of their children, thus, there




CYCLICAL PROBLEMS OF THE PROJECT
The Volta Rlrer Project should nark the beginning of a sharp deTelop-
ment in Ghana. All labor used for it would be producing non-consumption
goods. The Immediate Increase in ei^loyment which the project would bring
about, would stlmxilate demand for the products of the Industries producing
consumer goods. New investments would then be made by these industries.
Because supplies of consumption goods would not be adequate for the
new level of consumption, prices would rise more generally, and profits too
would Increase. Expansion in activity would take place in the consumption
goods industries, and as businessmen seek to anticipate Increased demand,
the demand for equipment would Increase. These would lead to more employ¬
ment in the consumption-goods izuiustrles. Thus, the mutual interaction
between the project and the consumption-goods industries would stimulate
demand, increase employment, and raise the general level of economic activ¬
ities of the country.
Exp2msion, having been attained, would continue and grow, demand would
be good, prices would be favorable, profit would be high, and a spirit of
optimism would prevail at least for the time of the building of the dam and
other features of the Volta River Project.
During this stage it would be necessary that the government be careful
not to allow prices to rise too fast, otherwise the cost of the Project
would be affected. If prices would continue to rise, labor would demand
higher wages relative to the Increase in the prices. The high wages would
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Intura affect the production cost, and as a result the price of the aluml-
num export would be high and thus price Itself out of the world market.
Should the inflation not be controlled, production would decline, unemploy¬
ment would result, and all industrial actlTlties would be adversely affect¬
ed.
The collapse of confidence, lAiich is ustially the outstanding feature
of a crisis, would lead to unfavorable consequences. Business may settle
down into a long period of reduced activity. Goods would be moving slower.
Selling prices would consequently fall faster than costs. Profits would be
either small or nonexistent, and businessmen would find little Inducement
to esqpand their activities.
For the capitalists, a secured financial position would be preferable
to risky development. The government should prevent all these miseries,
which could result from an inflation which is usually the effect of too
much money chasing a few goods.
Daring the period of rising prices, the government could impose a
sales tax on goods to take away a part of the surplus purchasing power.
Further, ether methods could be used to minimize the dangers of inflation,
such as encouragement of savings, legislative steps, putting distribution
under some kind of control, stabilizing wages and prices, and educating the
public to realize the role it should play in the economy.
To Increase the volume of output to be equad with the rate of money
supply, capital is needed. Some of this capital could be raised by private
individuals by saving a part of their incomes rather than spending them on
unnecessary consumption. Tax reduction may be granted to encourage indivi¬
dual saving. If such a tax reduction would not be possible, the government
should give serious thought to reforms in the tax system to further private
savings. It is neeessaxy that the savings be applied in ways \dileh will
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lead to the best economic results. Similarly, all available human re¬
sources and raw materials have to be applied at right places. They should
be moved Into areas where the value of their output is greatest. Some
public housing may be necessary. Workers would take advantage of such new
opportunities, If the rents would be kept low.
Any new industrial development creates monopolistic position for the
first pioneer in a new line of production. Such monopolistic powers
sometimes causing high prices that tend to lower sales should be checked
not to obstruct new firms entering the growing industry.
Regulations should be Biade to prevent labor unions from resisting and
preventing the introduction of new labor saving equljasent and new techni¬
ques that would increase the volume of production.
Government, labor, and business should realize that the responsibility
is a Joint one. Should the later fall to do so, the government could force
the necessary adjustaients in the economy.
The respective institutions should communicate to the nation that while
there are no limits to the money expenditures, there are temporary time
lacks in the production. No matter how large the volume of production aaj
become, the increase in demand has the ability to exceed it. It would there¬
fore be necessary to put demand under some kind of control. Distribution of
some necessities could be encouraged while the consumption of some luxuries
be restricted by imposing indirect tax on them. All raw materials should be
allocated as to the priorities estimated on the basis of utility of the pro¬
duction to the general economic welfare.
The government plays a major part in consumption. Its own expendi¬
tures form a great part of the consumption of goods and services produced
or imported. A new adjustment of its expenditure would be essential to
cope with the new circumstances. The central bank will have to control the
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supply of money and the cost and availability of credit. It could make
businesses and Individuals to spend less, by increasing costs of borrowing.
However, it should be done in a way which would keep demand and supply in
equilibrium and at the saune time encourage the growth of the economy.
In order to create conditions for high employment and stable prices,
it would be necessary to keep productivity rising and at the same time use
the powers of fiscal, monetary and debt management policies to keep the
growth of demand from overtaking the growth of supply. Because Ghana's
economy is based on the principle of free enterprise, any factor could up¬
set these economic conditions and thus bring about rising prices.
Prices and wage rates are determined by the decisions of businesses
and workers. It is the result of these decisions that will either lead to
high or low price and wage rates. If, therefore, businesses and workers'
unions would understand their relationships, and devise suitable means to
stabilize wages and prices, it would not only be to their great advantage,
but would ensure the growth of the whole national econongr.
Ghana is a new nation and will become a new growing industrial entity.
The people know little about the dangers of Inflation. They have to learn
that the fight against this menace is among their common responsibilities.
Newspapers, radios, auad all means of communication should be used to advise
the nation how to prevent it.
CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION
As already mentioned, the fight for Ghana's economic Independence Is a
nation-wide responsibility. Should the people of Ghana realize this and
play their Individual roles In the development, the achievements of the
Project would become real. The former economic adviser to Ghana's govern¬
ment, W. A. Lewis, stated:
I am very pleased to have this chance to commend the Volta River
Project to the goodwill of the people of the Gold Coast. The Project
kindles the Imagination, by Its size, by Its challenge to the forces
of nature, and by Its dependence on the latest that science has to
offer. I could well understand It If some people were caurrled away
by the emotion of national pride to wish to have this project carried
out on Gold Coast soil as one of the first achievements of a free
people.1
Indeed, Ghana Is one of the few countries endowed with such great op¬
portunities for economic development. As the government has always shown
Its keen Initiatives In the economic development of the country, we hope It
will continue to do so and lead the nation to achieve the best position In
the world economy through the proper use of all Its potential resotirces.
Further, we hope It will continue to show Its appreciation of the
Importance of the Volta River Project and make It possible that It solve
the most Important problems of Ghana's development: power, employment,
transportation, emd health, by a steady and systematic promotion of the
Project.
1
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A population census was taken In 1948 i^lch gave the















Total of all races
«




(Principal Exports by Value)
1939, 19i;9-1956
i thousands
1939 19U9 1950 1951 1952 1953 195U 1955 1956
DOMESTIC EXPORTS
Cocoa 5,101 3U,019 5U,6oU 60,310 52,533 56,m5 81^,599 65,559 51,063
Gold 6,178 6,Ulli 8,719 8,562 9,238 9,U58 9,882 9,052 7,U77
Diamonds k6k l,ii98 2,679 6,la7 5,li00 3,925 U,273 5,527 7,920
Manganese 790 U,006 5,007 7,217 8,333 8,722 5,ll6 5,192 7,0UU
Bauxite — 275 223 226 138 201 301 20U 331
Timber 55 2,166 3,885 U,977 U,l57 5,880 6,680 8,092 9,U79
Other domestic exports 253 696 1,120 2,292 U,U88 3,665 2,U27 1,533 2,622
Domestic exports—Total 12,8iil U9,07U 76,237 90,001 8U,287 87,99U 113,227 95,159 85,936
Exports of foreign produce 277 853 1,170 1,990 2,090 1,9U9 l,liU6 503 663
Total exports 13,118 U9,927 77,lt07 91,990 86,377 89,9U3 nl;,763 95,661 86,599
APPENDIX C
GHANA COCOA CROP SALES 1955-56
The principal overseas sales of the 1955-56 (October-
Septemher) crop were as follows!-
Country Tonnacre % of Total
Germany (Western) 51,524 22.35
United States of America 47,400 20.56
United Kingdom 40,311 17.49
Netherlands 37,850 16.42







Union of South Africa 2,975 1.29
Eire 2,950 1.29
Tasmania 2,000 .87





PRINCIPAL SOURCES OF SUPPLY 1939, 191^9-19^6
i thousands
Country of Origin 1939 19U9 1950 1951 1952 1953 195U 1955 1956
COMMONWEALTH COUNTRIES:-
United Kingdom 26,23U 27,051t 33,951 37,882 1^2,568 3U,55U Ui,6i3 Ul,666
Australia li 1^88 ^60 676 23k 186 270 200 208
British East Africa 17 hS 61 33 17 16 21 29
India l,11^7 l,07li 1,127 1,532 707 972 936 1,261
Canada and Newfoundland 68 567 U21 591 226 5it6 1,150 753 931
Ceylon 9 lU 15 18 22 21 2h 19
Cyprus 1 2 6 8 17 15 12 21
Hong Kong 17 217 120 220 202 520 713 1,U88 1,076
Jamaica 13 k h 3 3 1 5 55
New Zealand 13 29 65 117 150 129 139 129
Nigeria 137 139 U55 337 327 h36 660 538
Sierra Leone 6 3 2 2 3 1 — ~
South Africa 3U2 682 936 81i2 1,015 1,162 1,530 1,213
Other Commonwealth Countries .... 377 256 U9U 199 708 309 570 720
Total Commonwealth Countries ... 1,572 29,57li 30,Ull 38,621 U1,6U4 U6,790 39,71^9 U7,951 U7,866
FOREIGN COUNTRIES:-
Austria 73 26 102 52 65 165 22U 152
Belgium 909 lt3U i,Uio 7ho 1;60 785 1,096 1,275
Brazil 5 11 5ii lUO ko 80 1 1 35
Czechoslovakia 1,099 675 70U 5o6 66U 871 1,259 l,13li
Denmark 83 151 2U0 31h 617 556 596 506
Egypt 22 53U 138 9 12 U 5 8
France 553 Ulil 7ii6 hlh 533 1,259 l,53U
APPENDIX D (Continued)
Country of Origin 1939 19U9 1950 1951 1952 1953 1951* 1955 1956
French West Africa:
Togoland 7U5 857 985 723 U98 51*3 896
Ivory Coast 1,220 2,119 1,286 1,187 1*77 1*8 59 82
Other Countries (l) ... 1,035 1,81*5 1,703 2,292
French Possessions, Other ..... 26 12 l81i lU2 133 162 391* 28U 213
Germany, Western (2) 375 1,856 1,17U 2,730 1,987 2,328 3,1*26 1*,392 1*,512
Iraq 1 5 128 — 2 2 1 2
Italy 72 886 6ii6 1,1*68 813 1,1*71* 1,301* 2,223 2,032
Japan 1,7U8 2,512 U,008 2,81*1* 3,981* 5,256 8,929 8,957
Netherlands 2,ia;0 2,859 U,170 1*,939 5,911 5,991 7,135 7,360
Netherlands West Indies 3lt3 650 l,i:7U 1,801 2,719 1,761* 1,61*0 666 760
Norway 50 155 23U 11*5 122 90 131 102
Portugal 206 77 107 310 ia5 273 638 21*3
Spain 53 28 129 61* 75 151 76 39
Sweden 126 163 166 210 265 291 337 290
Switzerland 119 83 282 358 663 687 636 652
U.S.A 2,513 2,683 3,1*32 1*,838 3,989 2,758 3,330 3,371*
Other Foreign Countries 3U5 U96 752 1,300 1,193 1.^2 2,881* 2,827
Total Foreign Countries .... 2,970 lit, 975 17,718 25,172 21*, 967 27,013 29,905 38,1*07 39,277
Parcel Post 867 — — — — 1,500 1,518 1,693
Total Parcel Post 867 — — — — 1,500 1,518 1,693
Total all Countries U5,U16 1*8,129 63,793 66,611 73,803 71,155 87,877 88,836
(1) Prior to 1st Jtme, 19^3, overland Trade with Upper Volta (F.W.A.) was classified under trade
with Ivoiy Coast (F.W.A.).
(2) Includes Eastern Germany prior to 1952.
APPENDK E
TABIE SHOWING EXAMPLES OF THE AMOUNT OF TAX PAYABLE
BY SIX CLASSES OF TAXPAYERS FOR THE
YEAR OF ASSESSMENT, 1955-56
Income Single Man Iferried Man















E s. d. i s. d. i s. d. 1 s. d. s. d. i s. d.
500 3 15 0 irnmm — —
600 6 5 0 2 10 0 1 5 0 »■ --
700 8 15 0 5 0 0 3 15 0 — — —
800 12 10 0 7 10 0 6 5 0 1 5 0 — —
900 17 10 0 10 0 0 8 15 0 3 15 0 2 10 0
1,000 22 10 0 15 0 0 12 10 0 6 5 0 5 0 0 --
1,250 Uo 0 0 27 10 0 25 0 0 15 0 0 12 10 0 6 5 0
1,500 65 0 0 50 0 0 U5 0 0 27 10 0 25 0 0 15 0 0
1,750 100 0 0 77 10 0 70 0 0 50 0 0 U5 0 0 27 10 0
2,000 137 10 0 115 0 0 107 10 0 77 10 0 70 0 0 50 0 0
2,500 220 0 0 190 0 0 182 10 0 152 10 0 m5 0 0 115 0 0
3,000 320 0 0 290 0 0 280 0 0 2U0 0 0 230 0 0 190 0 0
it, 000 552 10 0 515 0 0 502 10 0 U52 10 0 ItitO 0 0 390 0 0




After all deductions haye been made, and, in the case of individu-
als, after personal allowances have been granted, tax is payable on
the balance of chargeable income as follows t-
(a) by individuals and bodies of personss-
Chargeable Income Rate of Tax





On every pound of the next i^O 1 0
On every pound of the next uoo 2 0
On evexT^ pound of the next &800 3 0
On every pound of the next MOOO 4 0
On every pound of the next £1000 5 0
On every pound of the next ^000 7 6
On every pound of the next £5000 9 0
On every pound exceeding a.0,000 11 6
(b) by compcmies, at 9s, in the
